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Traditions celebrated through Chocolate 

 You peel back the foil and smirk at the familiar brick embellished by an etched “Godiva”. 

While inhaling the rich bliss, you slowly touch the corner of your more than considerable 

portion to your bottom lip. It slowly melts, the warm liquid oozes throughout your pallet.   As 

you consume the piece you are blinded by the euphoria that has engulfed your senses. This 

felicity you are experiencing has been celebrated since the ancient Mayan civilization and the 

appreciation for this gem has only grown with age. From individual birthday parties to unified 

holidays (i.e. Christmas), chocolate always seems to make its way on the guest list. 

For the past 300 years the Xicolatada festival has been celebrated annually. This festival 

takes place in the French region of Languedoc- Roussillon on the 16th of August. The celebration 

begins on August 15th with Assumption day, better known as of the Assumption of Mary. On 

this day many European and South American Catholics feast to honor the Virgin Mary’s ascent 

to the heavens. (Assumption of Mary, 2010). Xicolatada was first introduced when the village 

chocolatier offered the towns people the best remedy to a hangover, hot chocolate. As time 

moved on the distribution of this beverage became a local custom. Due to its immense 

popularity a formal association was organized to distribute the hot chocolate every year at 

11am on the 16th of August. This association was dubbed “Mestres Xiocolaters” (Master 

Chocolatiers). The Mestres Xiocolaters brew the hot chocolate in an oversized caldron over a 

wooden fire.  In 2007 the Mestres Xiocolaters distributed an alarming 800 liters of hot  
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Chocolate. Throughout these 300 years the popularity of this tradition has grown but the recipe 

has remained the same (a secret withheld by the Mestres Xiocolaters). (Xicolatada, 2009) 

Dia de los Muertos (Day of the Dead) is a Latino holiday predominantly celebrated in 

Mexico. On this holiday, the living commemorate the lives of their deceased relatives.  A 

Hispanic tradition since the pre-Columbian era; Dia de los Muertos, is held on the 1st and 2nd of 

November. (Chocolate Holidays around the World, 2010).  Western cultures may perceive Dia 

de los Muertos as a scary or somber time (as the American holiday Halloween), when in fact, it 

is a time to celebrate the joyous times within the lives of those who are no longer among the 

living. (Herz, May, 2009). Families set up alters and decorate their homes so that the souls of 

their departed ancestors pay a visit to their living relatives. These alters consist of vibrant 

colored oil clothes, candles (a symbol to light the path home) and ofrendas or offerings for the 

spirit. These offerings include: pictures of fond memories, soap and other toiletry items to clean 

the traveling soul, tequila, food, and of course lots of confections. In this mix of goodies shines 

tons of luscious chocolates. This famous treat is sculpted into skulls and coffins. (Kenyon, 

Chelsea, 2010). A more authentic form of chocolate can be seen in champurrado (a hot drink 

made of chocolate atole, a corn based gruel), and of course chicken mole (a traditional Mexican 

dish that uses cocoa as the main ingredient).   

The Japanese holiday of White day began in 1978. This young holiday falls on the 14th of 

March, intentionally set one month after Valentine’s Day.  The Japanese perspective of 

Valentine’s Day is celebrated slightly different than it is in the United States; women give the  
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gift of chocolate to the influential men in their lives. Unlike the United States men are not 

expected to return this favor until the following month on White day. Women give the gift of 

honmei-choco, a chocolate gift given as an expression of love to the person they see as their 

one and only. (Yoshizuka, Setsuko, 2010).  To make the gift even more desirable by the receiver, 

women homemade the honmei-choco. On a less intimate level women give the gift of giri-

choco, an obligation chocolate given to friends, coworkers and bosses. (Yoshizuka, Setsuko, 2010).  

As time fast forwards, women have been exchanging with their female friends tomo (friend)-

choco. Women pay between 200-500 yen for giri-choco and a larger amount for honmei-choco 

often gifted alongside a necktie or clothing item. (Yoshizuka, Setsuko, 2010). 

 White day was created by Japan’s National Association of Candy Makers in response to 

Valentine’s Day. This holiday is an opportunity for the men to reciprocate the gift the women 

gave them the previous month. “White” titled this holiday to represent purity and refreshing 

love. However, some chocolates are given back simply as obligatory thank you gifts. White 

chocolates are traditionally given; however, other popular gifts include marshmallows, white 

flowers, white cakes, white jewelry and even white lingerie by doe-eyed couples. (Williams, 

Joshua, 2009). White day gifts are often an increase of 1.5 to 3 times the cost of a Valentine’s 

Day gifts. (Williams, Joshua, 2009). 

The famous Italian chocolate company Perugina, has made its way on the shelves of 

America’s elite grocers. After 60 years of business the company has started its own unique 

tradition. The company’s most famous chocolate is called Baci which translates to kiss. (Cohen,  
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Susan Gilbert). This single action has depicted ideal romance for centuries. According to the 

confectionery company the Baci chocolate is based on a legend that has been told many times 

over. It all began when two young Perugina chocolatiers exchanged love notes wrapped around 

the luscious chocolate-hazelnut confections. (Cohen, Susan Gilbert).  Today the Baci chocolate 

has love notes inscribed in an array of languages. On the eve Valentine’s day Perugina invites 

US adult residents to submit an original photo capturing the most enduring and creative kiss. 

The winner of the Perguina “Kiss me Photo Contest” receives a 7 night all expenses paid trip to 

the romantic city of Rome for two. Cohen, Susan Gilbert). While there they visit the International 

Chocolate festival in Perugnia, the historic home of St. Valentine, Umbria, a tour of the Perugina 

museum and Baci factory, and to top it off a hands-on lesson in chocolate making. (Cohen, Susan 

Gilbert). This quaint insight to an Italian tradition is making a head way into the American 

culture by leaving photographs for loved ones to reflect on in the future. 

German Lutherans began the Christmas tradition of the advent calendar in the early 19th 

century. (Verlag, Richard Sellmer). Beginning December 1st the Lutherans streaked a line of chalk 

on their front door for each day tallying the days until Christmas Eve. Similar symbols were 

done including turning over religious picture frames or lighting candles. (Chuck, 2010). The 

tradition matured into a secular form after multiple variations. The modern advent calendar 

consists of two pieces of cardstock pressed together with a window for each day. As you open 

the window you will find a small chocolate gift in the shape of religious or holiday innuendo. 

Throughout the calendar you can follow the nativity story. On the day of Christmas Eve the 24th  
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door holds the surprise of a larger chocolate gift. Over 1 million calendars are sold annually 

worldwide.  

 


